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Abstract
The Probably Approximately Correct (PAC) Bayes framework (McAllester, 1999)
can incorporate knowledge about the learning algorithm and (data) distribution
through the use of distribution-dependent priors, yielding tighter generalization
bounds on data-dependent posteriors. Using this flexibility, however, is difficult,
especially when the data distribution is presumed to be unknown. We show how an
ε-differentially private data-dependent prior yields a valid PAC-Bayes bound, and
then show how non-private mechanisms for choosing priors can also yield gener-
alization bounds. As an application of this result, we show that a Gaussian prior
mean chosen via stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD; Welling and Teh,
2011) leads to a valid PAC-Bayes bound given control of the 2-Wasserstein dis-
tance to an ε-differentially private stationary distribution. We study our data-
dependent bounds empirically, and show that they can be nonvacuous even when
other distribution-dependent bounds are vacuous.
1 Introduction
There has been a resurgence of interest in PAC-Bayes bounds, especially towards explaining gener-
alization in large-scale neural networks trained by stochastic gradient descent (Dziugaite and Roy,
2017; Neyshabur et al., 2017b; Neyshabur et al., 2017a; London, 2017). See also (Bégin et al.,
2016; Germain et al., 2016; Thiemann et al., 2017; Bartlett, Foster, and Telgarsky, 2017; Raginsky,
Rakhlin, and Telgarsky, 2017; Grünwald and Mehta, 2017; Smith and Le, 2018).
PAC-Bayes bounds control the generalization error of Gibbs classifiers (aka PAC-Bayes “posteri-
ors”) in terms of the Kullback–Leibler (KL) divergence to a fixed probability measure (aka PAC-
Bayes “prior”) on the space of classifiers. PAC-Bayes bounds depend on a tradeoff between the
empirical risk of the posterior Q and a penalty 1m KL(Q||P), where P is the prior, fixed independently
of the sample S ∈ Zm from some space Z of labelled examples. The KL penalty is typically the
largest contribution to the bound and so finding the tightest possible bound generally depends on
minimizing the KL term.
The KL penalty vanishes for Q = P, but typically P, viewed as a randomized (Gibbs) classifier, has
poor performance since it has been chosen independently of the data. On the other hand, since P is
chosen independently of the data, posteriors Q tuned to the data to achieve minimal empirical risk
often bear little resemblance to the data-independent prior P, causing KL(Q||P) to be large. As a
result, PAC-Bayes bounds can be loose or even vacuous.
The problem of excessive KL penalties is not inherent to the PAC-Bayes framework. Indeed, the
PAC-Bayes theorem permits one to choose the prior P based on the distribution D of the data.
However, since D is considered unknown, and our only insight as to D is through the sample S, this
flexibility would seem to be useless, as P must be chosen independently of S in existing bounds.
Nevertheless, it is possible to make progress in this direction, and it is likely the best way towards
tighter bounds and deeper understanding.
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There is a growing body of work in the PAC-Bayes literature on data-distribution-dependent priors
(Catoni, 2007; Parrado-Hernández et al., 2012; Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-Taylor, 2013). Our
focus is on generalization bounds that use all the data, and in this setting, Lever, Laviolette, and
Shawe-Taylor (2013) prove a remarkable result for Gibbs posteriors. Writing LˆS for the empirical
risk function with respect to the sample S, Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-Taylor study the random-
ized classifier Q with density (relative to some base measure) proportional to exp(−τLˆS). For large
values of τ , Q concentrates increasingly around the empirical risk minimizers. As a prior, the authors
consider the probability distribution with density proportional to exp(−τLD ), where the empirical
risk has been replaced by its expectation, LD , the (true) risk. Remarkably, Lever, Laviolette, and
Shawe-Taylor are able to upper bound the KL divergence between the two distributions by a term in-
dependent ofD , yielding the following result: Here kl(q||p) is the KL divergence between Bernoulli
measures with mean q and p. See Section 4 for more details.
Theorem 1.1 (Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-Taylor 2013). Fix τ > 0. For S ∈ Zm, let Q(S) =
Pexp(−τLˆS) be a Gibbs posterior with respect to some base measure P on R
p, where the empirical
risk LˆS is bounded in [0,1]. For every δ > 0, m ∈ N, distribution D on Z,
P
S∼Dm
(
kl(LˆS(Q(S))||LD (Q(S)))≤ 1m
(
τ
√
2
m
ln
2
√
m
δ
+
τ2
2m
+ ln
2
√
m
δ
))
≥ 1−δ . (1.1)
The dependence on the data distribution is captured through τ , which is ideally chosen as small as
possible, subject to Q(S) yielding small empirical risk. (One can use a union bound to tune τ based
on S.) The fact that the KL bound does not depend on D , other than through τ , implies that the
bound must be loose for all τ such that there exists a distribution D that causes Q to overfit with
high probability on size m datasets S ∼ Dm. In other words, for fixed τ , the bound is no longer
distribution dependent. This would not be important if not for the following empirical finding:
weights sampled according to high values of τ do not overfit on real data, but they do on data whose
labels have been randomized. Thus these bounds are vacuous in practice when the generalization
error is, in fact, small. Evidently, the KL bound gives up too much.
Our work launches a different attack on the problem of using distribution-dependent priors. Loosely
speaking, if a prior is chosen on the basis of the data, but in a way that is very stable to perturbations
of the data set, then the resulting data-dependent prior should reflect the underlying data distribution,
rather than the data, resulting in a bound that should still hold, perhaps with smaller probability.
We formalize this intuition using differential privacy (Dwork, 2006; Dwork et al., 2015b). We
show that an ε-differentially private prior mean yields a valid, though necessarily looser, PAC-
Bayes generalization bound. (See Theorem 4.2.) The result is a straightforward application of
results connecting privacy and adaptive data analysis (Dwork et al., 2015b; Dwork et al., 2015a).
The real challenge is using such a result: In practice, ε-differentially private mechanisms can be
expensive to compute. In the context of generalization bounds for neural networks, we consider
the possibility of using stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD; Welling and Teh, 2011) to
choose a data-dependent prior by way of stochastic optimization/sampling.
By various results, SGLD is known to produce an (ε,δ )-differentially private release (Mir, 2013;
Bassily, Smith, and Thakurta, 2014; Dimitrakakis et al., 2014; Wang, Fienberg, and Smola, 2015;
Minami et al., 2016) A gap remains between pure and approximate differential privacy. Even if this
gap were to be closed, the privacy/accuracy tradeoff of these analyses is too poor because they do not
take advantage of the fact that, under some technical conditions, the distribution of SGLD’s output
converges weakly towards a stationary distribution (Teh, Thiery, and Vollmer, 2016, Thm. 7), which
is ε-differentially private. One can also bound the KL divergence (and then 2-Wasserstein distance)
of SGLD to stationarity within a constant given an appropriate fixed step size (Raginsky, Rakhlin,
and Telgarsky, 2017). Neither result implies that SGLD achieves pure ε-differential privacy.
We show that we can circumvent this barrier in our PAC-Bayes setting. We give a general PAC-
Bayes bound for non-private data-dependent priors and then an application to multivariate Gaussian
priors with non-private data-dependent means, with explicit bounds for the case of Gibbs posteriors.
In particular, conditional on a data set, if a data-dependent mean vector w is close in 2-Wasserstein
distance to an ε-differentially private mean vector, then the generalization errors is close to that
of the ε-differentially private mean. The data-dependent mean w is not necessarily differentially
private, even approximately. As a consequence, under suitable assumptions, SGLD can be used to
optimize a data-dependent mean and still yield a valid PAC-Bayes bound.
2
2 Other Related Work
Our analysis relies on the stability of a data-dependent prior. Stability has long been understood to
relate to generalization (Bousquet and Elisseeff, 2002). Our result relies on the connection between
generalization and differential privacy (Dwork et al., 2015b; Dwork et al., 2015a; Bassily et al.,
2016; Oneto, Ridella, and Anguita, 2017), which can be viewed as a particularly stringent notion of
stability. See (Dwork, 2008) for a survey of differential privacy.
Kifer, Smith, and Thakurta (2012, Thm. 1) also establish a “limit” theorem for differential privacy,
showing that the almost sure convergence of mechanisms of the same privacy level admits a private
mechanism of the same privacy level. Our result can be viewed as a significant weakening of the
hypothesis to require only that the weak limit be private: no element on the sequence need be private.
The bounds we establish hold for bounded loss functions and i.i.d. data. Under additional assump-
tions, one can obtain PAC-Bayes generalization and excess risk bounds for unbounded loss with
heavy tails (Catoni, 2007; Germain et al., 2016; Grünwald and Mehta, 2016; Alquier and Guedj,
2018). Alquier and Guedj (2018) also consider non-i.i.d. training data. Our approach to differen-
tially private data-dependent priors can be readily extended to these settings.
3 Preliminaries
Let Z be a measurable space, let M1(Z) denote the space of probability measures on Z, and let
D ∈M1(Z) be unknown. We consider the batch supervised learning setting under a loss function
bounded below: having observed S ∼ Dm, i.e., m independent and identically distributed samples
from D , we aim to choose a predictor, parameterized by weight vector w ∈ Rp, with minimal risk
LD (w)
def
= E
z∼D
{`(w,z)},
where ` : Rp×Z→ R is measurable and bounded below. (We ignore the possibility of constraints
on the weight vector for simplicity.) We also consider randomized predictors, represented by prob-
ability measures Q ∈M1(Rp), whose risks are defined via averaging,
LD (Q)
def
= E
w∼Q
{LD (w)}= E
z∼D
{
E
w∼Q
{`(w,z)}
}
,
where the second equality follows from Tonelli’s theorem and the fact that ` is bounded below.
Let S = (z1, . . . ,zm) and let Dˆ
def
= 1m ∑
m
i=1 δzi be the empirical distribution. Given a randomized pre-
dictor Q, such as that chosen by a learning algorithm on the basis of data S, its empirical risk
LˆS(Q)
def
= LDˆ (Q) =
1
m ∑
m
i=1 Ew∼Q{`(w,zi)},
is studied as a stand-in for its risk, which we cannot compute. While LˆS(Q) is easily seen to be an
unbiased estimate of LD (Q) when Q is independent of S, our goal is to characterize the (one-sided)
generalization error LD (Q)− LˆS(Q) when Q is random and dependent on S.
Finally, when optimizing the weight vector or defining tractable distributions on Rp, we use a (dif-
ferentiable) surrogate risk L˜S, which is the empirical average of a bounded surrogate loss, taking
values in an interval of length ∆.
3.1 Differential privacy
For readers not familiar with differential privacy, Appendix A provides the basic definitions and
results. We use the notation A : R T to denote a randomized algorithm A that takes an input in
a measurable space R and produces a random output in the measurable space T .
Definition 3.1. A randomized algorithm A : Zm T is (ε,δ )-differentially private if, for all pairs
S,S′ ∈ Zm that differ at only one coordinate, and all measurable subsets B⊆ T , we have P{A (S) ∈
B} ≤ eε P{A (S′) ∈ B}+δ . Further, ε-differentially private means (ε,0)-differentially private.
For our purposes, max-information is the key quantity controlled by differential privacy.
Definition 3.2 (Dwork et al. 2015a, §3). Let β ≥ 0, let X and Y be random variables in arbitrary
measurable spaces, and let X ′ be independent of Y and equal in distribution to X . The β -approximate
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max-information between X and Y , denoted Iβ∞(X ;Y ), is the least value k such that, for all product-
measurable events E,
P{(X ,Y ) ∈ E} ≤ ekP{(X ′,Y ) ∈ E}+β . (3.1)
The max-information I∞(X ;Y ) is defined to be I
β
∞(X ;Y ) for β = 0. For m ∈ N and A : Zm  T ,
the β -approx. max-information of A , denoted Iβ∞(A ,m), is the least value k such that, for all D ∈
M1(Z), I
β
∞(S;A (S))≤ k when S∼Dm. The max-information of A is defined similarly.1
In Section 4.1, we consider the case where the dataset S and a data-dependent prior P(S) have
small approximate max-information. The above definition tells us that we can almost treat the data-
dependent prior as if it was chosen independently from S. The following is the key result connecting
pure differential privacy and max-information:
Theorem 3.3 (Dwork et al. 2015a, Thms. 19–20). Fix m ∈ N. Let A : Zm T be ε-differentially
private. Then I∞(A ,m)≤ εm and, for all β > 0, Iβ∞(A ,m)≤ ε2m/2+ ε
√
m ln(2/β )/2.
4 PAC-Bayes bounds
Let Q,P ∈M1(Rp). When Q is absolutely continuous with respect to P, written Q P, we write
dQ
dP : R
p→ R+ ∪{∞} for some Radon–Nikodym derivative of Q with respect to P. The Kullback–
Liebler (KL) divergence from Q to P is KL(Q||P) = ∫ ln dQdP dQ if Q P and ∞ otherwise. LetBp
denote the Bernoulli distribution on {0,1} with mean p. For p,q ∈ [0,1], we abuse notation and
define
kl(q||p) def= KL(Bq||Bp) = q ln qp +(1−q) ln
1−q
1− p .
The following PAC-Bayes bound for bounded loss is due to Maurer (2004), and extends the 0–1
bound established by Langford and Seeger (2001), building off the seminal work of McAllester
(1999) and Shawe-Taylor and Williamson (1997). See also (Langford, 2002) and (Catoni, 2007).
Theorem 4.1 (PAC-Bayes; Maurer 2004, Thm. 5). Under bounded loss ` ∈ [0,1], for every δ > 0,
m ∈ N, distribution D on Z, and distribution P on Rp,
P
S∼Dm
(
(∀Q) kl(LˆS(Q)||LD (Q))≤
KL(Q||P)+ ln 2
√
m
δ
m
)
≥ 1−δ . (4.1)
One can use Pinsker’s inequality to obtain a bound on the generalization error |LˆS(Q)− LD (Q)|,
however this significantly loosens the bound, especially when LˆS(Q) is close to zero. We refer to the
quantity kl(LˆS(Q)||LD (Q)) as the KL-generalization error. From a bound on this quantity, we can
bound the risk as follows: given empirical risk q and a bound on the KL-generalization error c, the
risk is bounded by the largest value p ∈ [0,1] such kl(q||p)≤ c. See (Dziugaite and Roy, 2017) for
a discussion of this computation. When the empirical risk is near zero, the KL-generalization error
is essentially the generalization error. As empirical risk increases, the bound loosens and the square
root of the KL-generalization error bounds the generalization error.
4.1 Data-dependent priors
The prior P that appears in the PAC-Bayes generalization bound must be chosen independently of
the data S ∼ Dm, but can depend on the data distribution D itself. If a data-dependent prior P(S)
does not depend too much on any individual data point, it should behave as if it depends only on
the distribution. Theorem 3.3 allows us to formalize this intuition: we can obtain new PAC-Bayes
bounds that use data-dependent priors, provided they are ε-differentially private: We provide an
example using the bound of Maurer (Theorem 4.1).
Theorem 4.2 (PAC-Bayes with private data-dependent priors). Fix a bounded loss `∈ [0,1]. Let m∈
N, let P : Zm M1(Rp) be an ε-differentially private mechanism for choosing a data-dependent
prior, let D ∈M1(Z), and let S∼Dm. Then, with probability at least 1−δ ,
∀Q ∈M1(Rp), kl(LˆS(Q)||LD (Q))≤
KL(Q||P(S))+ ln 4
√
m
δ
m
+ ε2/2+ ε
√
ln(4/δ )
2m
. (4.2)
1Note that in much of the literature it is standard to express the max-information in bits, i.e., the factor ek
above is replaced by 2k
′
with k′ = k log2 e.
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See Appendix B for a proof of a more general statement of the theorem and further discussion.
The main innovation here is recognizing the potential to choose data-dependent priors using private
mechanisms. The hard work is done by Theorem 3.3: obtaining differentially private versions of
other PAC-Bayes bounds is straightforward.
When one is choosing the privacy parameter, ε , there is a balance between minimizing the direct
contributions of ε to the bound (forcing ε smaller) and minimizing the indirect contribution of ε
through the KL term for posteriors Q that have low empirical risk (forcing ε larger). The optimal
value for ε is often much less than one, which can be challenging to obtain. We discuss strategies
for achieving the required privacy in later sections.
5 Weak approximations to ε-differentially private priors
Theorem 4.2 permits data-dependent priors that are chosen by ε-differentially private mechanisms.
In this section, we discuss concrete families of priors and mechanisms for choosing among them in
data-dependent ways. We also relax Theorem 4.2 to allow non-private priors.
We apply our main result to non-private data-dependent Gaussian priors with a fixed covariance
matrix. Thus, we choose only the mean w0 ∈Rp privately in a data-dependent way. We show that it
suffices for the data-dependent mean to be merely close in 2-Wasserstein distance to a private mean
to yield a generalization bound. (It is natural to consider also choosing a data-dependent covariance,
but as it is argued below, the privacy budget we have in applications to generalization is very small.)
Ideally, we would choose a mean vector w0 that leads to a tight bound. A reasonable approach is to
choose w0 by approximately minimizing the empirical risk LˆS or surrogate risk L˜S, subject to privacy
constraints. A natural way to do this is via an exponential mechanism. We pause to introduce some
notation for Gibbs distributions: For a measure P onRp and measurable function g :Rp→R, let P[g]
denote the expectation
∫
g(h)P(dh) and, provided P[g] < ∞, let Pg denote the probability measure
on Rp, absolutely continuous with respect to P, with Radon–Nikodym derivative dPgdP (h) =
g(h)
P[g] . A
distribution of the form Pexp(−τg) is generally referred to as a Gibbs distribution with energy function
g and inverse temperature τ . In the special case where P is a probability measure, we call Pexp(−τL˜S)
a “Gibbs posterior”.
Lemma 5.1 (McSherry and Talwar 2007, Thm. 6). Let q : Zm ×Rp → R be measurable, let P
be a σ -finite measure on Rp, let β > 0, and assume P[exp(−β q(S, ·))] < ∞ for all S ∈ Zm. Let
∆q def= supS,S′ supw∈Rp |q(S,w)−q(S′,w)|, where the first supremum ranges over pairs S,S′ ∈ Zm that
disagree on no more than one coordinate. LetA : Zm Rp, on input S ∈ Zm, output a sample from
the Gibbs distribution Pexp(−βq(S,·)). Then A is 2β∆q-differentially private.
The following result is a straightforward application of Lemma 5.1 and essentially equivalent results
have appeared in numerous studies of the differential privacy of Bayesian and Gibbs posteriors (Mir,
2013; Bassily, Smith, and Thakurta, 2014; Dimitrakakis et al., 2014; Wang, Fienberg, and Smola,
2015; Minami et al., 2016).
Corollary 5.2. Let τ > 0 and let L˜S denote the surrogate risk, taking values in an interval of length
∆. One sample from the Gibbs posterior Pexp(−τL˜S) is
2τ∆
m -differentially private.
5.1 Weak convergence yields valid PAC-Bayes bounds
Even for small values of the inverse temperature, it is difficult to implement the exponential mech-
anism because sampling from Gibbs posteriors exactly is intractable. On the other hand, a number
of algorithms exist for generating approximate samples from Gibbs posteriors. If one can control
the total-variation distance, one can obtain a bound like Theorem 4.2 by applying approximate max-
information bounds for (ε,δ )-differential private mechanisms. However, many algorithms do not
control the total-variation distance to stationarity, or do so poorly.
The generalization properties of randomized classifiers are generally insensitive to small variations
of the parameters, however, and so it stands to reason that our data-dependent prior need only be
itself close to an ε-differentially private prior. We formalize this intuition here by deriving bounds
on KL(Q||P(S)) in terms of a non-private data-dependent prior PS. We start with an identity:
Lemma 5.3. If P′ P then KL(Q||P) = KL(Q||P′)+Q[ln dP′dP ].
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The proof is straightforward. The lemma highlights the role of Q in judging the difference between
P′ and P, and leads immediately to the following corollary (see Appendix C).
Lemma 5.4 (Non-private priors). Let m ∈ N, letP : Zm M1(Rp) be ε-differentially private, let
D ∈M1(Z), let S ∼Dm, and let PS be a data-dependent prior such that, for some P∗(S) satisfying
P[P∗(S)|S] =P[P(S)|S], we have PSP∗(S) with probability at least 1−δ ′. Then, with probability
at least 1−δ −δ ′, Eq. (4.2) holds with KL(Q||P(S)) replaced by KL(Q||PS)+Q[ln dPSdP∗(S) ].
The conditions that PS P∗(S) and Q[ln dPSdP∗(S) ]≤ ∞ for some Q do not constrain PS to be differen-
tially private. In fact, S could be PS-measurable!
Lemma 5.4 is not immediately applicable because P∗(S) is intractable to generate. The following
application considers multivariate Gaussian priors, N(w), indexed by their mean vectors w ∈ Rp,
with a fixed positive definite covariance matrix Σ ∈ Rp×p. We require two technical results: The
first implies that we can bound Q[ln dP
S
dP∗(S) ] if Q concentrates near the non-private mean; The second
characterizes this concentration for Gibbs posteriors built from bounded surrogate risks.
Lemma 5.5. Q[ln dN(w
′)
dN(w) ]≤ 12‖w−w′‖2Σ−1 +‖w−w′‖Σ−1 Ev∼Q‖v−w
′‖Σ−1 .
Lemma 5.6. Let P= N(w) and Q= Pexp(h) for h≥ 0. Then E
v∼Q
‖v−w‖Σ−1 ≤
√
2‖h‖L∞(P)+
√
2/pi.
Corollary 5.7 (Gaussian means close to private means). Let m ∈N, let D ∈M1(Z), let S∼Dm, let
A : Zm  Rp be ε-differentially private, and let w(S) denote a data-dependent mean vector such
that, for some w∗(S) satisfying P[w∗(S)|S] = P[A (S)|S], we have
‖w(S)−w∗(S)‖22 ≤C (5.1)
with probability at least 1− δ ′. Let σmin be the minimum eigenvalue of Σ. Then, with prob-
ability at least 1− δ − δ ′, Eq. (4.2) holds with KL(Q||P(S)) replaced by KL(Q||N(w(S))) +
1
2 C/σmin +
√
C/σminEv∼Q‖v−w(S)‖Σ−1 . In particular, for a Gibbs posterior Q = PSexp(−τL˜S), we
have Ev∼Q‖v−w(S)‖Σ−1 ≤
√
2τ∆+
√
2/pi .
See Appendix C for details and further discussion.
One way to achieve Eq. (5.1) is to construct w1(S),w2(S), . . . so that P[wn(S)|S] → P[A (S)|S]
weakly with high probability. Skorohod’s representation theorem then implies the existence of
w∗(S). One of the standard algorithms used to generate such sequences for high-dimensional Gibbs
distributions is stochastic gradient Langevin dynamics (SGLD; Welling and Teh, 2011).
In order to get nonasymptotic results, it suffices to bound the 2-Wasserstein distance of the SGLD
Markov chain to stationarity. Recall that the p-Wasserstein distance between µ and ν is given
by (Wp(µ,ν))p = infγ
∫ ‖v−w‖p2 dγ(v,w) where the infimum runs over couplings of µ and ν , i.e.,
distributions γ ∈M1(Rp×Rp) with marginals µ and ν , respectively.
Let A (S) return a sample from the Gibbs posterior Pexp(−τL˜S) with Gaussian P and surrogate risk
L˜S constructed from smooth loss functions taking values in a length-∆ interval. By Corollary 5.2,
A is 2τ∆m -differentially private. Consider running SGLD to target P[A (S)|S] = Pexp(−τL˜S). Assume2
that, for every c> 0, there is a step size η > 0 and number of SGLD iterations n ∈ O( 1cq ), such that
the n-th iterate w(S) ∈ Rp produced by SGLD satisfies W2
(
P[w(S)|S],P[A (S)|S]) ≤ c. Markov’s
inequality and the definition of W2 immediately implies the following.
Corollary 5.8 (Prior via SGLD). Under the above assumption, for some step size η > 0, the n-th
iterate w(S) of SGLD targeting Pexp(−τL˜S) satisfies Corollary 5.7 with ε =
2τ∆
m and C ∈ O( 1δ ′n1/q ).
The dependence on δ ′ is poor. However, one can construct Markov chain algorithms that are geomet-
rically ergodic, in which case n−1/q is replaced by a term 2−Ω(n), allowing one to spend computation
to control the 1/δ ′ term.
2 The status of this assumption relates to results by Mattingly, Stuart, and Higham (2002, Thm. 7.3) and
Raginsky, Rakhlin, and Telgarsky (2017, Prop. 3.3), under so-called dissipativity conditions on the regularized
loss. We have hidden potentially exponential dependence on τ , which is problem dependent. See also (Erdogdu,
Mackey, and Shamir, 2018).
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6 Empirical studies
We have presented data-dependent bounds and so it is necessary to study them empirically to eval-
uate their usefulness. The goal of this section is to make a number of arguments. First, it is an
empirical question as to what value of the inverse temperature τ is sufficient to yield small empirical
risk from a Gibbs posterior. Indeed, we compare to the bound of Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-
Taylor (2013), presented above as Theorem 1.1. As Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-Taylor point out,
this bound depends explicitly on τ , where it plays an obvious role as a measure of complexity. Sec-
ond, despite how tight this bound is for small values of τ , the bound must become vacuous before
the Gibbs posterior would have started to overfit on random labels because this bound holds for all
data distributions. We demonstrate that this phase transition happens well before the Gibbs poste-
rior achieves its minimum risk on true labels. Third, because our bound retains the KL term, we can
potentially identify easy data. Indeed, our risk bound decreases beyond the point where the same
classifier begins to overfit to random labels. Finally, our results suggest that we can use the property
that SGLD converges weakly to investigate the generalization properties of Gibbs classifiers. More
work is clearly needed to scale our study to full fledged deep learning benchmarks. (See Appendix E
for details on how we compute the KL term and challenges there due to Gibbs posteriors Q not be
exactly samplable.)
More concretely, we perform an empirical evaluation using SGLD to approximate simulating from
Gibbs distributions. Corollary 5.7 provides some justification by showing that a slight weaken-
ing of the PAC-Bayes generalization bound is valid provided that SGLD eventually controls the
2-Wasserstein distance to stationarity. However, because we cannot measure our convergence in
practice, it is an empirical question as to whether our samples are accurate enough.
Violated bounds would be an obvious sign of trouble. We expect the bound on the classification
error not to go below the true error as estimated on the heldout test set (with high probability).
We perform an experiment on a MNIST (and CIFAR10, with the same conclusion so we have not
included it) using true and random labels and find that no bounds are violated. The results suggest
that it may be useful to empirical study bounds for Gibbs classifiers using SGLD.
Our main focus is a sythentic experiment comparing the bounds of Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-
Taylor (2013) to our new bounds based on privacy. The main finding here is that, as expected, the
bounds by Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-Taylor must explode when the Gibbs classifier begins to
overfit random labels, whereas our bounds, on true labels, continue to track the training error and
bound the test error.
6.1 Setup
Our focus is on classification by neural networks into K classes. Thus Z = X × [K], and we use
neural networks that output probability vectors over these K classes. Given weights w ∈ Rp and
input x ∈ X , the probability vector output by the network is p(w,x) ∈ [0,1]K . Networks are trained
by minimizing cross entropy loss: `(w,(x,y)) = g(p(w,x),y), where g((p1, . . . , pK),y) = − ln py.
Note that cross entropy loss is merely bounded below. We report results in terms of {0,1}-valued
classification error: `(w,(x,y)) = 0 if and only if y is the largest coordinate of p(w,x).
We refer to elements of Rp andM1(Rp) as classifiers and randomized classifiers, respectively, and
to the (empirical) 0–1 risk as the (empirical) error. We train two different architectures using SGLD
on MNIST and a synthetic dataset, SYNTH. The experimental setup is explained in Appendix F.
One-stage training procedure We run SGLD for T training epochs with a fixed value of the
parameter τ . We observe that convergence appears to occur within 10 epochs, but use a much larger
number of training epochs to potentially expose nonconvergence behavior. The value of the inverse
temperature τ is fixed during the whole training procedure.
Two-stage training procedure In order to evaluate our private PAC-Bayes bound (Theorem 4.2),
we perform a two-stage training procedure:
• Stage One. We run SGLD for T1 epochs with inverse temperature τ1, minimizing the
standard cross entropy objective. Let w0 denote the neural network weights after stage one.
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Figure 1: Results for a fully connected neural network trained on MNIST dataset with SGLD and
a fixed value of τ . We vary τ on the x-axis. The y-axis shows the average 0–1 loss. We plot the
estimated generalization gap, which is the difference between the training and test errors. The left
plot shows the results for the true label dataset. We observe, that the training error converges to
zero as τ increases. Further, while the generalization error increases for intermediate values of τ
(104 to 106), it starts dropping again as τ increases. We see that the Lever bound fails to capture
this behaviour due to the monotonic increase with τ . The right hand side plot shows the results for
a classifier trained on random labelling of MNIST images. The true error is around 0.9. For small
values of τ (under 103) the network fails to learn and the training error stays at around 0.9. When
τ exceeds the number of training points, the network starts to overfit heavily. The sharp increase of
the generalization gap is predicted by the Lever bound.
• Transition. We restart the learning rate schedule and continue SGLD for T1 epochs with
linearly annealing the temperature between τ1 and τ2, i.e., inverse temperature τt = ((t−
T1)τ2 +(2T1− t) ∗ τ1)/T1, where t is the current epoch number. The objective at w is the
cross entropy loss for w plus a weight-decay term γ2‖w−w0‖22.
• Stage Two. We continue SGLD for T2 − T1 epochs with inverse temperature τ2. The
objective is the same as in the transition stage.
During the first stage, the k-step transitions of SGLD converge weakly towards a Gibbs distribution
with a uniform base measure, producing a random vector w0 ∈Rp. The private data-dependent prior
Pw0 is the Gaussian distribution centred at w0 with diagonal covariance
1
γ Ip. During the second stage,
SGLD converges to the Gibbs posterior with a Gaussian base measure Pw0 , i.e., Qτ2 = Pexp(−τ2LˆS).
Bound calculation Our experiments evaluate different values of the inverse temperature τ .
We evaluate Lever bounds for the randomized classifier Qτ obtained by the one-stage training pro-
cedure, with T = 1000. We do so on both the MNIST and SYNTH datasets.
We also evaluate our private PAC-Bayes bound (Theorem 4.2) for the randomized classifier Qτ2
and the private data-dependent prior Pw0 , where the privacy parameter depends on τ1. The bound
depends on the value of the KL(Qτ1 ||Pw0). The challenges of estimating this term are described
in Appendix E. We only evaluate the differentially private PAC-Bayes bounds on the small neural
network and SYNTH dataset,
The parameter settings for SYNTH experiments are: T 1 = 100, T 2 = 1000, γ = 2; for MNIST:
T 1 = 500, T 2 = 1000, γ = 5. When evaluating Lever bounds with a one-stage learning procedure
for either datasets, T = 1000.
6.2 Results
Results are presented in Figs. 1 and 2. We never observe a violation of the PAC-Bayes bounds for
Gibbs distributions. This suggests that our assumption that SGLD has nearly converged is accurate
enough or the bounds are sufficiently loose that any effect from nonconvergence was masked.
Our MNIST experiments highlight that the Lever bounds upper bound the risk for every possible data
distribution, including the random label distribution. In the random label experiment (Fig. 1, right
plot), when τ gets close to the number of training samples, the generalization error starts increasing
steeply. This phase transition is captured by the Lever bound. In the true label experiment (right
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Figure 2: Results for a small fully connected neural network trained on a synthetically generated
dataset SYNTH, consisting of 50 training examples. The x-axis shows the τ value, and the y-axis
the average 0–1 loss. To generate the top plots, we train the network with a one-stage SGLD. The
top-left plot corresponds to the true label dataset, and the top-right to the random label dataset.
Similarly as in MNIST experiments, we do not witness any violation of the Lever bounds. Once
again, we notice that Lever bound gets very loose for larger values of τ in the true label case. The
bottom plot demonstrates the results for the two-stage SGLD. In this case the x-axis plots the τ value
used in the second-stage optimization. The first stage used τ1 = 1. The network is trained on true
labels. We see that the differentially private PAC-Bayes bound yields a much tighter estimate of the
generalization gap for larger values of τ than the Lever bound (top left). When τ becomes very large
relative to the amount of training data, it becomes more difficult to sample from the Gibbs posterior.
This results in a looser upper bound on the KL divergence between the prior and posterior.
plot), the generalization error does not rise with τ . Indeed, it continues to decrease, and so the Lever
bound quickly becomes vacuous as we increase τ . The Lever bound cannot capture this behavior
because it must simultaneously bound the generalization error under random labels.
On the SYNTH dataset, we see the same phase transition under random labels and so Lever bounds
remain vacuous after this point. In contrast, we see that our private PAC-Bayes bounds can track the
error beyond the phase transition that occurs under random labels. (See Fig. 2.) At high values of τ ,
our KL upper bound becomes very loose.
Private versus Lever PAC-Bayes bound While Lever PAC-Bayes bound fails to explain gener-
alization for high τ values, our private PAC-Bayes bound may remain nonvacuous. This is due to
the fact that it retains the KL term, which is sensitive to the data distribution via Q, and thus it can
be much lower than the upper bound on the KL in Lever, Laviolette, and Shawe-Taylor (2013) for
datasets with small true Bayes risk. Two stage optimization, inspired by the DP PAC-Bayes bound,
allows us to obtain more accurate classifiers by setting a higher inverse temperature parameter at the
second stage, τ2.
We do not plot DP PAC-Bayes bound for MNIST experiments due to the computational challenges
approximating the KL term for a high-dimensional parameter space, as discussed in Appendix E.
We evaluate our private PAC-Bayes bound on MNIST dataset only for a combination of τ1 = 103
and τ2 ∈ [3∗103,3∗104,105,3∗105]. The values are chosen such that τ1 gives a small penalty for
using the data to learn the prior and τ2 is chosen such that at τ = τ2 Lever’s bound returns a vacuous
bound (as seen in Fig. 1). We use 105 number of samples from the DP Gaussian prior learnt in stage
one to approximate lnZ term that appears in the KL, as defined in Eq. (E.5).
The results are presented in the table below. While DP PAC-Bayes bound is very loose, it is still
smaller than Lever’s bound for high values of inverse temperature.
Note, that for smaller values τ2, we can use Lever’s upper bound on the KL term instead of perform-
ing a Monte Carlo approximation. Since τ1 is small and adds only a small penalty (∼ 1%), the DP
PAC-Bayes bound is equal to Lever’s bound plus a differential privacy penalty (∼ 1%).
τ2 3∗103 3∗104 105 3∗105
Test 0.12 0.07 0.06 4
DP PAC-Bayes bound on test 0.21 0.35 0.65 1
Lever PAC-Bayes with τ = τ2 on test 0.26 1 1 1
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Supplementary Material for “Data-dependent PAC-Bayes priors via differential privacy”
See https://arxiv.org/abs/1802.09583 for the full paper.
A Basic Differential Privacy
See (Dwork, 2006; Dwork and Roth, 2014) for more details.
Let U,U1,U2, . . . be independent uniform (0,1) random variables, independent also of any other ran-
dom variables unless stated otherwise, and let pi :N× [0,1]→ [0,1] satisfy (pi(1,U), . . . ,pi(k,U)) d=
(U1, . . . ,Uk) for all k ∈ N. Write pik for pi(k, ·).
Definition A.1. Let R,T be measurable spaces. A randomized algorithm A from R to T , denoted
A : R T , is a measurable map A : [0,1]×R→ T . Associated to A is a (measurable) collection
of random variables {Ar : r ∈ R} that satisfy Ar =A (U,r). When there is no risk of confusion, we
write A (r) for Ar.
For our purposes, we rely only on the fact that privacy is preserved under post-processing, which we
now define.3
Definition A.2. Let A : R T and A ′ : T  T ′. The composition A ′ ◦A : R T ′ is given by
(A ′ ◦A )(u,r) =A ′(pi2(u),A (pi1(u),r)).
Lemma A.3 (post-processing). Let A : Zm T be (ε,δ )-differentially private and let F : T  T ′
be arbitrary. Then F ◦A is (ε,δ )-differentially private.
B Proof of Theorem 4.2
We prove a slightly more general result.
Theorem B.1. Fix a bounded loss `∈ [0,1]. Let m∈N, letP : Zm M1(Rp) be an ε-differentially
private data-dependent prior, letD ∈M1(Z), and let S∼Dm. Then, for all δ ∈ (0,1) and β ∈ (0,δ ),
with probability at least 1−δ ,
∀Q ∈M1(Rp), kl(LˆS(Q)||LD (Q))≤
KL(Q||P(S))+ ln 2
√
m
δ−β
m
+ ε2/2+ ε
√
ln(2/β )
2m
. (B.1)
Proof. For every distribution P on Rp, let
R(P) =
{
S ∈ Zm : (∃Q) kl(LˆS(Q)||LD (Q))≥ m−1
(
KL(Q||P)+ ln 2
√
m
δ ′
)}
. (B.2)
It follows from Theorem 4.1 that PS∼Dm{S ∈ R(P)} ≤ δ ′. Let β > 0. Then, by the definition of
approximate max-information, we have
PS∼Dm{S ∈ R(P(S))} ≤ eI
β
∞(P;m) P
(S,S′)∼D2m
{S ∈ R(P(S′))}+β (B.3)
≤ eIβ∞(P;m)δ ′+β def= δ . (B.4)
We have δ ′ = e−I
β
∞(P;m)(δ −β ). Therefore, with probability no more than δ over S∼Dm,
∃Q ∈M1(Rp), kl(LˆS(Q)||LD (Q))≥
KL(Q||P(S))+ ln 2
√
m
δ−β + I
β
∞(P;m)
m
. (B.5)
The result follows from replacing the approximate max-information Iβ∞(P;m) with the bound pro-
vided by Theorem 3.3.
3It is sometimes more natural to refer to the differential privacy of probability kernels, i.e., measurable maps
from Zm to M1(T ), and to S-measurable random probability measures Q, i.e., probability kernels defined on
the basic probability space satisfying Q= g(S) for some probability kernel g : Zm→M1(T ), where S∼Dm. In
both cases, the connection to the above definition is the same: for every probability kernel κ : R→M1(T ) there
exists A : [0,1]×R→ T such that A (U,r) ∼ κ(r) for every r ∈ R. In the other direction, clearly κ(r)(A) =
P{A (U,r) ∈ A} for every measurable A⊆ T .
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The theorem leaves open the choice of β < δ . For any fixed values for ε , m, and δ , it is easy to
optimize β to obtain the tighest possible bound. In practice, however, the optimal bound is almost
indistinguishable from that obtained by taking β = δ/2. For the remainder of the paper, we take this
value for β , in which case, the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.2) is
KL(Q||P(S))+ ln 4
√
m
δ
m
+ ε2/2+ ε
√
ln(4/δ )
2m
. (B.6)
Note that the bound holds for all posteriors Q. In general the bounds are interesting only when Q
is data dependent, otherwise one can obtain tighter bounds via concentration of measure results for
empirical means of bounded i.i.d. random variables.
When one is choosing the privacy parameter, ε , there is a balance between minimizing the direct
contributions of ε to the bound (forcing ε smaller) and minimizing the indirect contribution of ε
through the KL term for posteriors Q that have low empirical risk (forcing ε larger). One approach
is to compute the value of ε that achieves a certain bound on the excess generalization error. In
particular, choosing ε2/2 = α contributes an additional gap of α to the KL-generalization error.
Choosing α is complicated by the fact that there is a non-linear relationship between the general-
ization error and the KL-generalization error, depending on the empirical risk. A better approach
is often to attempt to balance the direct contribution with the indirect one. Regardless, the optimal
value for ε is much less than one, which can be challenging to obtain. We discuss strategies for
achieving the required privacy in later sections.
C Proofs for Section 5.1
These results connect approximations to differential privacy with bounds on the KL term in a PAC-
Bayesian bound, yielding PAC-Bayes bounds that hold even if the prior is chosen via a nonprivate
mechanism. In independent work, subsequent to our original arXiv preprint, Rivasplata et al. (2018)
combined PAC-Bayesian bounds and stability to leverage distribution dependent priors. Their ap-
proach is distinct, though complimentary. See also work by London, 2017, who combines stability
and PAC-Bayesian bounds in yet another way.
Proof of Lemma 5.3. Assume Q P′, for otherwise the bound is trivial as KL(Q||P′) = ∞. Then
Q P, because P′ P, and so dQdP = dQdP′ dP
′
dP and
KL(Q||P)−KL(Q||P′) = Q
[
ln
dQ
dP
]
−KL(Q||P′) (C.1)
= Q
[
ln
dQ
dP′
+ ln
dP′
dP
]
−KL(Q||P′) (C.2)
= KL(Q||P′)+Q
[
ln
dP′
dP
]
−KL(Q||P′) (C.3)
= Q
[
ln
dP′
dP
]
. (C.4)
Proof of Lemma 5.4. Let P∗(S) satisfy the conditions in the statement of the theorem. Then P∗(S) is
ε-differentially private. By Theorem 4.2, the bound in Eq. (4.2) holds with probability at least 1−δ
for the data-dependent prior P∗(S) and all posteriors Q. By hypothesis, with probability 1−δ −δ ′,
PS P∗(S), and so, by Lemma 5.3, KL(Q||P∗(S)) = KL(Q||PS)+Q[ln dPSdP∗(S) ].
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Proof of Lemma 5.5. Expanding the log ratio of Gaussian densities and then applying Cauchy–
Schwarz, we obtain
ln
dN(w′)
dN(w)
(v) =
1
2
(‖w− v‖2Σ−1 −‖w′− v‖2Σ−1) (C.5)
= 〈w′−w,v〉Σ−1 +
1
2
(‖w‖2Σ−1 −‖w′‖2Σ−1) (C.6)
=
1
2
〈w′−w,2v〉Σ−1 −
1
2
〈w′−w,w+w′〉Σ−1 (C.7)
=
1
2
〈w′−w,2v−w−2w′+w′〉Σ−1 (C.8)
=
1
2
〈w′−w,2(v−w′)+w′−w〉Σ−1 (C.9)
≤ 1
2
‖w′−w‖2Σ−1 +‖w′−w‖Σ−1 ‖v−w′‖Σ−1 . (C.10)
The result follows by taking the expectation with respect to v∼ Q.
Proof of Lemma 5.6. Let g = dQdP
def
= e
h
P[eh] . Then ‖g‖L1(P) = 1 and ‖g‖L∞(P) ≤ e
‖h‖L∞(P) . Let f (v) =
‖v−w‖Σ−1 . Then Ev∼Q‖v−w‖Σ−1 = ‖ f‖L1(Q) = ‖ f g‖L1(P). Finally, let χ be the indicator function
for the ellipsoid {v : ‖v−w‖Σ−1 ≤ R}, and let χ¯ = 1−χ . Then ‖ f χ‖L∞(P) ≤ R and
‖ f g‖L1(P) = ‖ f gχ‖L1(P)+‖ f gχ¯‖L1(P) (C.11)
≤ ‖ f χ‖L∞(P) ‖g‖L1(P)+‖ f χ¯‖L1(P) ‖g‖L∞(P) = R+
√
2
pi e
− R22 e‖h‖L∞(P) , (C.12)
where the inequalities follow from two applications of Hölder’s inequality. Choosing R =√
2‖h‖L∞(P) gives ‖ f‖L1(Q) ≤
√
2‖h‖L∞(P)+
√
2/pi.
Proof of Corollary 5.7. Let PS = N(w(S)) and P∗(S) = N(w∗(S)). By the closure of ε-differential
privacy under composition, P∗(S) is ε-differentially private and is absolutely continuous with respect
to N(w) for all w, and so satisfies the conditions of Lemma 5.4. In particular, with probability 1−δ ,
Eq. (4.2) holds with KL(Q||P∗(S)) replaced by KL(Q||PS)+Q[ln dPSdP∗(S) ].
By hypothesis, with probability at least 1−δ −δ ′, it also holds that ‖w(S)−w∗(S)‖22 ≤C. Then, by
Lemma 5.5,
Q
[
ln
dPS
dP∗(S)
]
≤ 1
2
‖w(S)−w∗(S)‖22/σmin+‖w(S)−w∗(S)‖2/
√
σmin E
v∼Q
‖v−w(S)‖Σ−1 (C.13)
≤ 1
2
C/σmin+
√
C/σmin E
v∼Q
‖v−w(S)‖Σ−1 . (C.14)
By Lemma 5.6 E
v∼Q
‖v−w(S)‖Σ−1 is bounded for Gibbs measures based on a surrogate risk taking
values in a length-∆ interval by
√
2τ∆+
√
2/pi .
D Bounded cross entropy
In order to achieve differential privacy, we work with a bounded version of the cross entropy loss.
The problem is associated with extreme probabilities near zero and one. Our solution is to remap
the probabilities p 7→ ψ(p), where
ψ(p) = e−`max +(1−2e−`max)p (D.1)
is an affine transformation that maps [0,1] to [e−`max ,1− e−`max ], removing extreme probability val-
ues. Cross entropy loss is then replaced by g((p1, . . . , pK),y)=− lnψ(py). As a result, cross entropy
loss is contained in the interval [0, `max]. We take `max = 4 in our experiments.
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E Computing PAC-Bayes bounds for Gibbs posteriors
For a given PAC-Bayes prior P and dataset S, it is natural to ask which posterior Q=Q(S)minimizes
the PAC-Bayes bounds. In general, some Gibbs posterior (with respect to P) is the minimizer. We
now introduce the Gibbs posterior and discuss how we can compute the term KL(Q||P) in the case
of Gibbs posteriors.
For a σ -finite measure P over Rp and function g : Rp → R, let P[g] denote the expectation∫
g(h)P(dh) and, provided P[g] < ∞, let Pg denote the probability measure on Rp, absolutely con-
tinuous with respect to P, with Radon–Nikodym derivative dPgdP (h) =
g(h)
P[g] . A distribution of the form
Pexp(−τg) is generally referred to as a Gibbs distribution. A Gibbs posterior is a probability measure
of the form Pexp(−τLˆS) for some constant τ > 0.
The challenge of evaluating PAC-Bayes bounds for Gibbs posteriors is computing the KL term.
We now describe a classical estimate and show that it is going to be an upper bound with high
probability. Fix a prior P and τ ≥ 0, let Qτ = Pexp(−τLˆS), and let Zτ = P[exp(−τLˆS)]. Then
KL(Qτ ||P) = Qτ
[
ln
dQτ
dP
]
(E.1)
= Qτ
[
ln
exp(−τLˆS)
Zτ
]
(E.2)
=−τQτ [LˆS]− lnZτ . (E.3)
Letting W1, . . . ,Wn ∼ Qτ , we have
Qτ [LˆS] =
n
∑
i=1
Qτ [LˆS] = E
[1
n
n
∑
i=1
LˆS(Wi)
]
. (E.4)
(The quantity within the expectation on the r.h.s. thus defines an unbiased estimator of Qτ .) In the
ideal case, the samples are independent, and then the variance decays at an n−1 rate. In practice, it is
often difficult to even sample from Qτ for high values of τ . Indeed, using this approach, we would
generally overestimate the risk, which means that we do not obtain an upper bound on the KL term.
So instead, we approximate −τQτ [LˆS] ≈ 0. Despite this, we obtain nonvacuous bounds. (For an
alternative approach to this problem, see (Thiemann et al., 2017).)
The second term is challenging to estimate accurately, even assuming that P and Qτ can be efficiently
simulated. One tack is to consider i.i.d. samples V1, . . . ,Vn ∼ P, and note that
− lnZτ =− lnP[exp(−τLˆS)] =− lnE
[1
n
n
∑
i=1
exp(−τLˆS(Vi))
]
(E.5)
≤ E
[
− ln 1
n
n
∑
i=1
exp(−τLˆS(Vi))
]
, (E.6)
where the inequality follows from an application of Jensen’s inequality. The quantity within the ex-
pectation on the r.h.s. thus forms an upper bound, and indeed, it is possible to show that it does not
fall below the l.h.s. by ε with probability exponentially small in ε . Thus we have a high-probability
(near) upper bound on the term in the KL. One might be inclined to compute a normalized impor-
tance sampler, but since Q cannot be effectively sampled, one does not obtain an upper bound with
high probability.
The term lnZτ is a generalized log marginal likelihood, which, in our experiments, we approximate
by sampling from a Gaussian distribution P. Numerical integration techniques rapidly diminish in
accuracy with increasing dimensionality of the parameter space.
Note, that due to the convexity of the exponential, samples Wi ∼ P, for which LˆS(Wi) is close to
zero, will dominate Zτ . Due to high dimensionality of the neural network parameter space, with
high probability a random sample Wi from P will not be far from minima of the empirical loss
surface and therefore LˆS(Wi) will be high. As a results, in our experiments we obtain a very loose
upper bound on the KL.
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F Experimental setup
Bounded loss While it is typical to train neural networks by minimizing cross entropy, this loss is
unbounded and our theory is developed only for bounded loss. We therefore work with a bounded
version of cross-entropy loss, which we obtain by preventing the network from producing extreme
probabilities near zero and one. We describe our modification of the cross entropy in Appendix D.
Datasets We use two datasets. The first is MNIST, which consists of handwritten digit images
with labels in {0, ...,9}. The dataset contains 50,000 training images and 10,000 validation images.
We also use a small synthetically generated dataset, which we refer to as SYNTH. The SYNTH
dataset consists of 50 training data and 100 heldout data. Each input is a 4-dimensional vector
sampled independently from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with an identity covariance matrix.
The true classifier is linear. The norm of the separating hyperplane is sampled from a standard
normal.
The random label experiments are performed on a dataset where the labels are independently and
uniformly generated and thus the risk is 0.5 under 0–1 loss.
Architectures We use SGLD without any standard modifications (such as momentum and batch
norm) to ensure that the stationary distribution is that of SGLD. For MNIST, we use a fully connected
neural network architecture. The network has 3 layers and 600 units in each hidden layer. The input
is a 784 dimensional vector and the output layer has 10 units. For the SYNTH dataset, we use a
fully connected neural network with 1 hidden layer consisting of 100 units. The input layer has 4
units, and the output layer is a single unit.
Learning rate At epoch t, the learning rate is at = a0 ∗ t−b, where a0 is the initial learning rate
and b is the decay rate. We set b = 0.5 and use a0 = 10−5 for MNIST experiments and a0 = 10−3
for SYNTH experiments.
Minibatches An epoch refers to the full pass through the data in mini batches of size 128 for
MNIST data, and 10 for SYNTH data.
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